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Homophones Test

1. Complete the sentences by crossing out the incorrect homophone. 

2.  Tick one pair of homophones that complete each sentence.

The children needed their/there coats.

Pippa and Kayden are going swimming. They’re/there very 
excited.

Were/Where are you going on holiday?

Jess decided to were/wear her favourite blue shoes.

The children were hoping to/two enjoy the film.

The dog was to/too tired to go for a walk.

The park wasn’t very far from                                  house which was lucky 
because Kuba and George loved going                                .

their/they’re

they’re/there

their/there

Danny was excited to be going                               the arcade for the first 
time. His friends were going there                               . 

two/to

to/too
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Homophones Mini Test

too/two

Sofia was looking forward to her cousin’s wedding. She was a bridesmaid so 
she was going to                          a beautiful new dress. Lots of her family 
                                going to be there and she was excited to see them all. 

wear/were

were/where

where/wear 

3. Read the following passage, cross out the incorrect homophone and write the 
correct word above.

When Isabella and Lily woke up, they couldn’t believe there eyes. Lily ran 
downstairs and found her brother already their putting on his coat. The girls 
put they’re shoes and coats on two and joined they’re brother in the garden. 
They stood and looked around them. The sky was blew and they couldn’t sea 
any grass but instead it was covered in a blanket of snow with pour prints 
from Fritz the dog. They had waited all weak for the snow and it was finally 
hear. “Write, let’s get too work and build a snowman,” Lily said already 
gathering snow and putting it in plaice.  

wear and where

 

 

 

 

4. Write a sentence including the use of these pairs of homophones.

3

1 mark

4

1 mark
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Formal and Informal Speech and Vocabulary Mini Test

to and too

 

 

 

 

their and they’re

 

 

 

 

5

1 mark

5. Match the homophone with the correct definition

 
too

 
the past tense of be

 
their

to have or carry on  
your body

 
two

 
belonging to them

 
wear

 
as well as/also

 
there

 
in or at that place

 
were

 
a small, even number
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**END OF TEST**
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AnswersHomophones Mini Test

1 1 mark

2 1 mark

Complete the sentences by crossing out the incorrect homophone. 

The children needed their/there coats.

Pippa and Kayden are going swimming. They’re/there very excited.

Were/where are you going on holiday?

Jess decided to were/wear her favourite blue shoes.

The children were hoping to/two enjoy the film.

The dog was to/too tired to go for a walk.

The park wasn’t very far from                                  house which was lucky because Kuba and George 
loved going                                .

their/they’re 
they’re/there 
their/there

Danny was excited to be going                               the arcade for the first time. His friends were going th
ere                               . 

two/to 
to/too 
too/two

Sofia was looking forward to her cousin’s wedding. She was a bridesmaid so she was going to                          
a beautiful new dress. Lots of her family 
                                going to be there and she was excited to see them all. 

wear/were 
were/where 
where/wear 
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AnswersHomophones Mini Test

3 1 mark

4 1 mark

5 1 mark

Read the following passage, cross out the incorrect homophone and write the correct word above. 

The When Isabella and Lily woke up, they couldn’t believe there their eyes. Lily ran downstairs and 

found her brother already their there putting on his coat. The girls put they’re their shoes and coats 

on two too and joined they’re their brother in the garden. They stood and looked around them. The 

sky was blew blue and they couldn’t sea see any grass but instead it was covered in a blanket of snow 

with pour paw prints from Fritz the dog. They had waited all weak week for the snow and it was finally 

hear here. “Write Right, let’s get too to work and build a snowman,” Lily said already gathering snow 

and putting it in plaice place.  

Write a sentence including the use of these pairs of homophones.

wear and where 

Where are you going wearing that hat?

to and too

Can we go to the park with Freddie too?

their and they’re

“They’re going to catch a cold,” said Mum, “If they don’t put their hat and gloves on.”

Match the homophone with the correct definition.

 
too

 
the past tense of be

 
their

to have or carry on  
your body

 
two

 
belonging to them

 
wear

 
as well as/also

 
there

 
in or at that place

 
were

 
a small, even number
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